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Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

Earlier this year, I did not receive a response from you to my request (below) for the CRA's letter of revocation of Theanon Foundation. I have since obtained

a redacted version of it from the CRA, as well as same for the CRA's revocation of Canadian Education Forum.

As I have just explained in a previous e-mail, I have been invited to present to a parliamentary committee later this month. My intention is to raise with the

committee some of the issues and concerns that I have been trying to discuss with you.  In preparation, I have revised and expanded the document that I

sent to you earlier this spring.

As I requested in my previous e-mail, I would appreciate it if you would please review the attached draft and let me know if you find that I have stated

anything that is factually incorrect, or if I have missed any important points. More than that, I would really appreciate it if I could have the opportunity to

meet you and speak with you.

Like you, my family has a long history with the Christian & Missionary Alliance. Furthermore, one of my uncles is a long-time acquaintance of yours and has

been a director of some of the charities that you fund. I am hopeful that we have some common values and would welcome the opportunity to hear your

point of view.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: May 11, 2018 11�52�35 AM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: "'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net)" <john@chimp.net>

Subject: Re: Follow Up Regarding May 9 Extension

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

I have received the letters that you sent on May 9, 2018.  While I appreciate that you took time to reply, I note that you have not answered the questions

that I asked in my e-mails, below.

In particular, would you please send me a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon Foundation? If you decline to do so, I would appreciate it

if you would please let me know. 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�12 PM, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@mac.com> wrote:

Mr. Bromley,

Thank you for taking time to reply once again to my e-mail of April 16.  

Some of the questions that I asked in that e-mail are ones that I presume that you could answer - or at least partially answer - off of the top of your

head. Nevertheless, as you request, I will wait for your response until May 9. In the meantime, I will send you the additional spreadsheets that I have

compiled with regards to the breakdown of expenditures that are grouped under the heading of Management & Administration (eg. Professional and

consulting services, etc.)

I have no intention of making any inaccuracies nor unwarranted accusations. On the contrary, the reason that I contacted you on April 16 was

precisely to give you the opportunity to draw my attention to any inaccuracies or serious omissions that there may have been in my initial draft

materials.

You mention below that I have "erroneously" mention an individual named Andrew Gay. In fact, an individual by the name is listed in the tax returns

as one of the original directors of three charities that were registered on the same day as The Chimp Foundation:

Zawadi: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation

Global View: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845513423RR0001&fpe=2009-07-

31&n=Global+View+Foundation

Pacific Light: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845363498RR0001&fpe=2009-07-

31&n=Pacific+Light+Foundation

As I wrote on April 16, please do let me know if I have presented anything in the my draft documents that is inaccurate or incorrect or if I have

missed any important points. 

Monkey Business - Revised

October 1, 2018 at 2�42 PM

From VIVIAN KRAUSE

To blake@beneficgroup.com, john@chimp.net

Cc Michael Cahen, Michael Cahen

Monkey Business 1Oct2018.pdf 26.43 MB

http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845513423RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Global+View+Foundation
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845363498RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Pacific+Light+Foundation
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While I wait for your reply on or before May 9, 2018, would it be possible for you to provide me with a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the

Theanon Foundation?

Sincerely,

Vivian 

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�40 AM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Ms. Krause:

 

Having heard no response from you, I am assuming that you have extended me the courtesy of the extra time I have requested. My last two

days have been engaged in preparing for meetings in Manila, Marawi, Davao and Beijing.

 

Further, I believe it to be in your interest to not publish prior to my having responded to your materials. In their current form, they contain many

inaccuracies and unwarranted accusations which have the potential to cause serious harm.  As one example, you erroneously claim that an

individual named Andrew Gay, QC has been involved with Chimp.  I have no idea who Mr. Gay, Q.C. is beyond the reference to him in your

materials.  Given the overall theme of your draft material, I would expect him to be very surprised and upset.  With the benefit of the extension

for my response to May 9, I will be able to  alert you to other errors that could have serious consequences. 

 

Thank you for your understanding.

 

Blake

 

 

From: Blake Bromley 

 

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 2�22 PM

 

To: 'VIVIAN KRAUSE' <vivian.krause@mac.com>

 

Cc: 'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net) <john@chimp.net>

 

Subject: Asking for more time

 

 

Ms. Krause:

 

I have spent a great deal of time preparing a response to your email. This has included an in-depth examination of things such as management

and administration fees so as to establish that inordinate amounts are not going into my pocket. As a lawyer, it is also very difficult for me to get

consents from the multi-parties you have conglomerated into “Bromley foundations”. These include clients not in British Columbia and parties

which are entitled to solicitor-client privilege until such time as they chose to waive that privilege.

 

My timeline is made much worse by the fact that this weekend I leave for a long scheduled working trip to the Philippines and China and do not

return until May 8. This trip requires a great deal of preparation time as well and I, rather than my office, am the only one who can prepare given

the unique nature of the work I do in China and the Philippines. While my office will continue to work on responding to your materials while I am

gone, would it be possible to delay my response until the end of day on May 9. You have clearly spent a huge amount of time putting together

the information which you intend to publish. You have not suggested any deadline on your part with regard to publishing. Consequently, I am

asking that you enable me to delay my response until I return from Asia. I assure you that there is no holiday time in this trip. I will have difficulty

with communications as most of the time will be spent down in Mindanao which you know is a troubled region as this time.

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 11�53 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

 

Cc: john@chimp.net

 

Subject: Re: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking the time to reply to my e-mail. 

 

Given your circumstances, your response, indicating that you cannot respond by tomorrow, seems reasonable to me. 

 

I will look forward to hearing from you, as you have suggested, by the end of the day on April 25.

 

Thanks again for taking time to reply to me.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian

On Apr 17, 2018, at 1�44 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Ms. Krause:

 

I returned to my office this morning after being out of town and found this email. I do want to respond to many of the issues you

have raised but cannot possibly do so before 1700 tomorrow.

 

mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com
mailto:john@chimp.net
mailto:john@chimp.net
mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com
mailto:blake@beneficgroup.com
mailto:john@chimp.net
mailto:blake@beneficgroup.com
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For example, I can respond immediately in outrage that your management and administration fees claims are ridiculous. However, it

takes longer to review T3010 filings and realize how costs can be interpreted as you have because of how information is categorized

on the T3010 return. Now that I realize that Almoner s̓  ‘Management and adminʼ includes mortgage interest expense, property

taxes, insurance premiums etc and even includes amortization on the buildings owned by it, I can provide a more informed

response. While I can say that those expenses are probably 95% of the total used in your materials, I cannot be definitive before

tomorrow.

 

You have obviously devoted considerable time in assembling your information and doing your analysis, it would seem reasonable to

give us time to respond.

 

Would you extend us the courtesy of waiting until 1700 PST on Wednesday April 25 to respond?

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 9�32 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net

 

Subject: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I am writing to introduce myself and to express my opinions, concern and questions about what appears to me to be going on with

The Chimp Foundation and other registered charities with which you are involved.

 

I believe that the matters about which I am writing to you are of public interest therefore I will post this e-mail and the attached

documents at my blog: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/

 

By way of background, I am a local resident and researcher and have written a series of articles about the funding of environmental

and elections activism. During the course of that work, I came across The Chimp Foundation.  Based on my experience in the

charitable sector, I was concerned by what I saw when I initially looked at your tax returns and other information that you have

published about The Chimp Foundation. I therefore took it upon myself to compile the information and do the calculations that are

presented in the attached documents. In the course of doing this work, I have not been funded nor directed by anyone. 

 

On the basis of my analysis as presented in the attached documents, it is clear to me that you are involved in a network of many

charities that grant funds back and forth between themselves. According to my calculations, 21 of these registered charities,

including Chimp, have reported at least $253 million (2010-2017) in tax-receipted donations while spending only a small fraction of

that on charitable programs and grants to organizations outside of your network. Over the same years, these same charities have

reported $26 million in expenditures for management and administration. In my view, these figures raise a series of questions:

 

1) Who are the donors of the $253 million for which Chimp and other registered charities affiliated with Chimp have issued tax-

deductible receipts? Put another way, who received the tax relief from the $25 million in tax-deductible receipts?

 

2) What charitable purposes have been served with the $253 million for which your charities have issued tax-receipted donations.

For example, last year Chimp alone reported $45 million in tax-receipted donations. What charitable purposes is Chimp serving with

these funds?

 

3) Which are the property assets that Chimp charities have reported? Why do so many of the Chimp charities dispose of their

assets so quickly and at a steep loss?

 

4) Who received the $26 million that the Chimp charities have paid for management and administration? For what services were

these fees paid?  Were these fees paid to Blake Bromley and/or The Benefic Group?

 

5) The charitable status of The Theanon Foundation was recently revoked. Are any of the other charities listed in the attached

report currently under audit by the CRA? If so, which charities?

 

If I have presented anything in the attached documents that is inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any important points,

please let me know.  Please do not hesitate to contact me. I can be reached by e-mail and will be glad to arrange a mutually

convenient time to speak with you.

 

If I do not hear from you by Wednesday, April 18, 2018 at 5 pm PST, I will assume that you do not dispute any of the information that I

have presented. If this is not enough time for you to take a look at what I have compiled, please let me know.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

 

Vivian Krause

(604) 618-8110

@FairQuestions

 

 

mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com
mailto:blake@beneficgroup.com
mailto:john@chimp.net
http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/
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John,

Unless I am mistaken, I have not heard back from you since your e-mail below on Sept. 18.

I have been asked to speak to a parliamentary committee later this month. As part of my presentation, I intend to discuss some of the concerns that I have

about the way that Chimp Foundation appears to me to be operating. In advance of that, I would greatly appreciate it if I could speak with you this week.

Attached, please find a revised version of a document that I sent to you and to Blake Bromley earlier this year. As you will see, this document raises serious

issues and concerns. My intention is to include this document and other material in my submission later this month. I would appreciate it if you would please

review this and let me know if you find that I have stated anything that is factually incorrect or if I have missed any important points.

In particular, I would like to inquire about the charitable purposes for which Chimp has made large grants such as the $30.4 million granted to Zawadi

Foundation, $14 million granted to Viva Voce Charitable Foundation and the $9.8 million granted to Foundation for Public Good.

I would also like to inquire about the purposes for which Chimp has received large grants, eg. $6.7 million from the Allan Skidmore Charitable Foundation,

and $625,000 from Chippendale Foundation.

In the attached document, you will notice that the last 20 pages consist of flowcharts to illustrate some of the grantmaking between Chimp and other

charities where you, Blake Bromley and other employees of Benefic Group Inc. are involved.  Please note that I am still in the process of revising and

finalizing these flowcharts. Even though the flowcharts have not yet been finalized, I wanted to send you the document today so as to give you as much

time as possible to get back to me.

I would appreciate it if you could get back to me by the end of this week. If that is not possible for you, please let me know as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Vivian

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: September 18, 2018 1�30�31 PM

To: John Bromley <john@chimp.net>

Subject: Re: Question regarding grant-making by Chimp Foundation

Hi again John,

Thanks again for taking time to reply so promptly.

A few more questions:

1. How many individual Canadians donated money through Chimp in 2017? 

2.  Chimp's Growth - Last year, Chimp funded even more organizations than Vancouver Foundation and yet Chimp reports zero expenditures on

fundraising. How do you manage to grow so fast?

3. Large donors? Perhaps a few large donors account for the lion's share of the funds that Chimp grants?

4.  Some of the charities that Chimp funds also fund Chimp. These charities account for the lion's share of both Chimp's revenue and Chimp's

expenditures. What is the reason for this?

5.  Large grants - I notice that Chimp has made several large grants: In a single grant, Zawadi Foundation got $30.4 million, Viva Voce Charitable

Foundation got $14 million and Foundation for Public Good got $9.8 million. For what purposes were these large amounts provided?

Thanks again for replying so quickly.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

On Sep 17, 2018, at 05�33 PM, John Bromley <john@chimp.net> wrote:

Hi Ms Krause,

The real answer is found in what I sent you yesterday: CHIMP is inclusive of all people, no matter how much they give away. It is worth spending time

considering how what one might expect T3010 data to look like changes when a DAF is made available to anyone. 

Many DAFs position themselves to deal solely with large donors, as an alternative to a private foundation, for example. Some will not allow grant

recommendations under $XXX. And others will sit on recommendations until a certain grant threshold for any given beneficiary is reached. CHIMP

1) Questions regarding grant-making by Chimp, 2) Monkey Business - revised

October 1, 2018 at 2�25 PM

From VIVIAN KRAUSE

To john@chimp.net

Cc blake@beneficgroup.com, Michael Cahen, Michael Cahen

Monkey Business 1Oct2018.pdf 26.43 MB
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chooses to be inclusive of all donor sizes and to disburse approved recommendations to beneficiaries quickly.

There are tens of thousands of people who use CHIMP as a donor-advised fund. It's very clear that the $15 grants do not all come from one DAF but

I have not spent the time to determine why $15 is a popular number in 2014. It is routine for new users to get their feet wet with CHIMP by adding a

small amount to their new DAF before recommending a small grant to a QD of their choice. 

John Bromley 
CEO & Founder
chimp.net

Abbie O'Connor - Executive Assistant
604 633 9653

Facebook   |    Twitter   |    Blog

On Mon, 17 Sep 2018 at 12�34, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com> wrote:

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking time to reply to my inquiry.

 

As I mentioned, I am doing an analysis of the grant-making done by Chimp and other registered charities. 

 

So far, I have found more than 2,000 grants that Chimp has made for $20 or less. Roughly 900 of these small grants were for $15, and most of

those were made in 2014.

 

I would like to inquire about why Chimp has made so many small grants. For instance, in the case of all the payments for $15 in 2014, was that

money from a single donor? Why so many grants for $15 but only in 2014?

 

Thank you once again for taking time to reply.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

 

On Sep 16, 2018, at 03�39 PM, John Bromley <john@chimp.net> wrote:

 

Ms. Krause,

 

For considered missional reasons, CHIMP Foundation chooses to be inclusive of all donors. As a result it does not impose minimums or

maximums on grant recommendations made by its donors. Small donors often make small grant recommendations and large donors often

make large grant recommendations.

 

Given your interest in the sector, I encourage you to learn about foundations and DAFs. CHIMP Foundation is a public foundation that

operates as a DAF. 

 

John Bromley 
CEO & Founder
chimp.net
 
Abbie O'Connor - Executive Assistant
604 633 9653
 

Facebook   |    Twitter   |    Blog
 

 

On Thu, 13 Sep 2018 at 11�33, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com> wrote:

Mr. Bromley,

 

I am in the midst of preparing a submission to the Senate Committee that is reviewing matters related to the charitable sector. In the course

of preparing my submission, I have done an extensive review of the finances of Chimp and other charities with which you are involved.

Some of my preliminary work, I have already posted at my blog: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/

 

I am again writing to inquire about the grantmaking by Chimp Foundation, the charities that it funds and the charities that fund Chimp.

 

Having done an extensive review, I find that Chimp has funded hundreds of worthy charities. For example, Chimp has funded Kids Kicking

Cancer, the Alzheimer and Autism societies, rape and sexual assault centres, Canada Without Poverty, the Borneo Oranguan Society,

Canadian Bipolar Foundation, the B.C. Lupus Society, and so on. However, most of these charities have received less than $10 per year

from Chimp. Over the years, Chimp has made more than 600 grants for $50 or less.

 

I also find that Chimp has made huge grants. For example, Chimp granted nearly $30.5 million to Zawadi Foundation, $14 million to Viva

Voce Charitable Foundation, $9.8 million to Foundation for Public Good (plus other large grants to it), and $5.8 million to Paraklesis

Foundation.

https://chimp.net/
mailto:abbie.oconnor@chimp.net
https://chimp.net/
https://www.facebook.com/wearechimp
https://twitter.com/wearechimp
https://chimp.net/blog
mailto:vivian.krause@me.com
mailto:john@chimp.net
https://chimp.net/
mailto:abbie.oconnor@chimp.net
https://chimp.net/
https://www.facebook.com/wearechimp
https://twitter.com/wearechimp
https://chimp.net/blog
mailto:vivian.krause@me.com
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My question is this: Given that Chimp ostensibly has significant resources at its disposal, why does Chimp make hundreds of very tiny

grants?  Why is it that some charities (eg. Zawadi, Viva Voce, Foundation for Public Good and Paraklesis) have received huge grants

meanwhile hundreds of other charities receive extremely tiny amounts?

 

In advance, thank you for taking time to reply.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

 

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: May 11, 2018 11�52�35 AM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: "'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net)" <john@chimp.net>

Subject: Re: Follow Up Regarding May 9 Extension

 

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have received the letters that you sent on May 9, 2018.  While I appreciate that you took time to reply, I note that you have not

answered the questions that I asked in my e-mails, below.

 

In particular, would you please send me a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon Foundation? If you decline to do so, I

would appreciate it if you would please let me know. 

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

 

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�12 PM, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@mac.com> wrote:

 

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking time to reply once again to my e-mail of April 16.  

 

Some of the questions that I asked in that e-mail are ones that I presume that you could answer - or at least partially answer - off of

the top of your head. Nevertheless, as you request, I will wait for your response until May 9. In the meantime, I will send you the

additional spreadsheets that I have compiled with regards to the breakdown of expenditures that are grouped under the heading of

Management & Administration (eg. Professional and consulting services, etc.)

 

I have no intention of making any inaccuracies nor unwarranted accusations. On the contrary, the reason that I contacted you on

April 16 was precisely to give you the opportunity to draw my attention to any inaccuracies or serious omissions that there may have

been in my initial draft materials.

 

You mention below that I have "erroneously" mention an individual named Andrew Gay. In fact, an individual by the name is listed in

the tax returns as one of the original directors of three charities that were registered on the same day as The Chimp Foundation:

 

Zawadi: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2009-07-

31&n=Zawadi+Foundation

 

Global View: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845513423RR0001&fpe=2009-07-

31&n=Global+View+Foundation

 

Pacific Light: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?b=845363498RR0001&fpe=2009-07-

31&n=Pacific+Light+Foundation

 

As I wrote on April 16, please do let me know if I have presented anything in the my draft documents that is inaccurate or incorrect

or if I have missed any important points. 

 

While I wait for your reply on or before May 9, 2018, would it be possible for you to provide me with a copy of the CRA's letter of

revocation of the Theanon Foundation?

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

 

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�40 AM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

 

Ms. Krause:

 

Having heard no response from you, I am assuming that you have extended me the courtesy of the extra time I have requested.

My last two days have been engaged in preparing for meetings in Manila, Marawi, Davao and Beijing.

 

Further, I believe it to be in your interest to not publish prior to my having responded to your materials. In their current form, they

contain many inaccuracies and unwarranted accusations which have the potential to cause serious harm.  As one example, you

erroneously claim that an individual named Andrew Gay, QC has been involved with Chimp.  I have no idea who Mr. Gay, Q.C.

is beyond the reference to him in your materials.  Given the overall theme of your draft material, I would expect him to be very

surprised and upset.  With the benefit of the extension for my response to May 9, I will be able to  alert you to other errors that

could have serious consequences. 
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Thank you for your understanding.

 

Blake

 

 

From: Blake Bromley 

 

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 2�22 PM

 

To: 'VIVIAN KRAUSE' <vivian.krause@mac.com>

 

Cc: 'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net) <john@chimp.net>

 

Subject: Asking for more time

 

 

Ms. Krause:

 

I have spent a great deal of time preparing a response to your email. This has included an in-depth examination of things such

as management and administration fees so as to establish that inordinate amounts are not going into my pocket. As a lawyer, it

is also very difficult for me to get consents from the multi-parties you have conglomerated into “Bromley foundations”. These

include clients not in British Columbia and parties which are entitled to solicitor-client privilege until such time as they chose to

waive that privilege.

 

My timeline is made much worse by the fact that this weekend I leave for a long scheduled working trip to the Philippines and

China and do not return until May 8. This trip requires a great deal of preparation time as well and I, rather than my office, am

the only one who can prepare given the unique nature of the work I do in China and the Philippines. While my office will continue

to work on responding to your materials while I am gone, would it be possible to delay my response until the end of day on May

9. You have clearly spent a huge amount of time putting together the information which you intend to publish. You have not

suggested any deadline on your part with regard to publishing. Consequently, I am asking that you enable me to delay my

response until I return from Asia. I assure you that there is no holiday time in this trip. I will have difficulty with communications

as most of the time will be spent down in Mindanao which you know is a troubled region as this time.

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 11�53 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

 

Cc: john@chimp.net

 

Subject: Re: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking the time to reply to my e-mail. 

 

Given your circumstances, your response, indicating that you cannot respond by tomorrow, seems reasonable to me. 

 

I will look forward to hearing from you, as you have suggested, by the end of the day on April 25.

 

Thanks again for taking time to reply to me.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian

 

On Apr 17, 2018, at 1�44 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Ms. Krause:

 

I returned to my office this morning after being out of town and found this email. I do want to respond to many of the

issues you have raised but cannot possibly do so before 1700 tomorrow.

 

For example, I can respond immediately in outrage that your management and administration fees claims are

ridiculous. However, it takes longer to review T3010 filings and realize how costs can be interpreted as you have

because of how information is categorized on the T3010 return. Now that I realize that Almoner s̓  ‘Management and

adminʼ includes mortgage interest expense, property taxes, insurance premiums etc and even includes amortization

on the buildings owned by it, I can provide a more informed response. While I can say that those expenses are

probably 95% of the total used in your materials, I cannot be definitive before tomorrow.

 

You have obviously devoted considerable time in assembling your information and doing your analysis, it would

seem reasonable to give us time to respond.

 

Would you extend us the courtesy of waiting until 1700 PST on Wednesday April 25 to respond?

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake
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From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 9�32 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net

 

Subject: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I am writing to introduce myself and to express my opinions, concern and questions about what appears to me to be

going on with The Chimp Foundation and other registered charities with which you are involved.

 

I believe that the matters about which I am writing to you are of public interest therefore I will post this e-mail and

the attached documents at my blog: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/

 

By way of background, I am a local resident and researcher and have written a series of articles about the funding of

environmental and elections activism. During the course of that work, I came across The Chimp Foundation.  Based

on my experience in the charitable sector, I was concerned by what I saw when I initially looked at your tax returns

and other information that you have published about The Chimp Foundation. I therefore took it upon myself to

compile the information and do the calculations that are presented in the attached documents. In the course of

doing this work, I have not been funded nor directed by anyone. 

 

On the basis of my analysis as presented in the attached documents, it is clear to me that you are involved in a

network of many charities that grant funds back and forth between themselves. According to my calculations, 21 of

these registered charities, including Chimp, have reported at least $253 million (2010-2017) in tax-receipted

donations while spending only a small fraction of that on charitable programs and grants to organizations outside of

your network. Over the same years, these same charities have reported $26 million in expenditures for management

and administration. In my view, these figures raise a series of questions:

 

1) Who are the donors of the $253 million for which Chimp and other registered charities affiliated with Chimp have

issued tax-deductible receipts? Put another way, who received the tax relief from the $25 million in tax-deductible

receipts?

 

2) What charitable purposes have been served with the $253 million for which your charities have issued tax-

receipted donations. For example, last year Chimp alone reported $45 million in tax-receipted donations. What

charitable purposes is Chimp serving with these funds?

 

3) Which are the property assets that Chimp charities have reported? Why do so many of the Chimp charities

dispose of their assets so quickly and at a steep loss?

 

4) Who received the $26 million that the Chimp charities have paid for management and administration? For what

services were these fees paid?  Were these fees paid to Blake Bromley and/or The Benefic Group?

 

5) The charitable status of The Theanon Foundation was recently revoked. Are any of the other charities listed in the

attached report currently under audit by the CRA? If so, which charities?

 

If I have presented anything in the attached documents that is inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any

important points, please let me know.  Please do not hesitate to contact me. I can be reached by e-mail and will be

glad to arrange a mutually convenient time to speak with you.

 

If I do not hear from you by Wednesday, April 18, 2018 at 5 pm PST, I will assume that you do not dispute any of the

information that I have presented. If this is not enough time for you to take a look at what I have compiled, please let

me know.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

 

Vivian Krause

(604) 618-8110

@FairQuestions
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  Monkey Business 



Vivian Krause 
@FairQuestions 

This document offers the analysis, questions and opinions of the author, Vivian Krause.  

While the information herein is believed to be accurate and reliable, it is not guaranteed  

to be so. The author makes this document available without warranty of any kind.  

Users of this material should exercise due diligence to ensure the accuracy and currency  

of all information. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice,  

and may become out-dated and may or may not be updated.  

  

Vivian Krause reserves the right to amend this document on the basis of information  

received after it was initially written.   

 

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored, distributed or transmitted, in any  

form or by any means, without the prior written permission of Vivian Krause. 

Notice and Disclaimer 
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SUMMARY 

1 http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/bt/nnlrprt/2015/Charities%20AR.eng.pdf  
2 https://thephilanthropist.ca/2018/01/canadas-charitable-sector-what-to-expect-in-2018/ 
3 http://www.beneficgroup.com/blake.php 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

o Charities play an important role in the social and economic fabric of Canada. It is important that  
the credibility of the charitable sector is kept and that public trust in charities is upheld. It is also 

important that charities operate for purposes that are exclusively charitable, as required by law. 

o Canada has 86,000 registered charities that report $15.7 BILLION (2015/2016) in tax-receipted 
income, CRA says.1 These figures are exaggerated by the fact that some charities are “shells.”  

o A “shell charity” is a charity in name only. Shell charities serve purposes that are not exclusively 
charitable. Some of these charities play a role in providing undue tax relief, cheating the public of 
millions of dollars. Some shell charities serve to “canadianize” funds from outside Canada. 

o This report exposes one case of a network of affiliated charities (“Bromley charities”). These charities 
share a common core of directors including Blake Bromley, a Vancouver lawyer, and the 
employees of his company, Benefic Group Inc. Mr. Bromley claims to have registered 650 charities 
and executed more than $2 billion dollars worth of charitable giving.”3  The work presented here has 
identified more than 100 of the Bromley charities and finds that many appear to be shells. 

o One of the charities at the centre of the Bromley network is Chimp Foundation. At least $100 million 
of Chimp’s revenue and expenditures involves affiliated charities and is circular in nature such that 
the true size of Chimp’s charitable operation has been greatly exaggerated. 

o Conclusion: The charitable status of shell charities should be revoked. Questions need to be 
answered about why CRA allows Chimp Foundation and its affiliated charities to operate despite 
brazenly obvious violations of the Income Tax Act. 
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Introduction 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 
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The analysis presented ahead finds that Chimp is engaged in circular grant-making with other  

charities created by Blake Bromley and employees of his company, Benefic Group Inc.  

These charities are referred to here as “Bromley Charities.” 

Circular grant-making is paying  

funds to organizations that then  

return a significant portion of  

those funds, either directly or  

indirectly via an affiliated charity. 
 

Except for Chimp, none of the 

Bromley charities have staff. 

None report any fundraising. 

None appear to be  

financially autonomous. 

Rather, these charities 

appear to be shells.  

Multiple pockets 

in the same pair of pants. 
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$33 Million (2017) 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

1 Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001 

In 2017, at least six of the top ten  

recipients of funds from Chimp are  

Bromley charities. 

 

Chimp reported 2,397 gifts for a  

total of nearly $44 million.  
 

Ten gifts (0.4%) totaled $33 million,  

accounting for 75% of the total funds 

that Chimp granted in 2017. 

 

Canadian Education Forum,  

which received $500,000,  

was shut down by CRA in May, 2018.1   

https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001
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Bromley Grantmaking 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 
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Expenditures: 
Gifts to Qualified Donees 

(2011-2017) 

Revenue from 
Bromley Charities 

(2011-2017) 

This figure shows total amounts  

Chimp has gifted and received  

from other Bromley charities. 



Bromley Grantmaking 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 
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More flowcharts  

in the Appendix. 

Bromley charities not only  

fund Chimp, they also  

fund each other. 



Bromley Charities: Same Directors. Same Address. 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

All of the Bromley charities have the same core group of directors consisting of Blake Bromley  

and employees or associates of his company, Benefic Group Inc.  

All of the Bromley charities also have the same address as Chimp Foundation.  

Except for Chimp,  

none of the Bromley   

charities has a  

web-site or  

on-line presence. 



Bromley Charities: Same Directors. Same Address. 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

A partial  

list of 

Bromley 

charities. 



Why This Matters: $600 Million Tax-Receipted Donations 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 
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Registered charities can issue  

official receipts for donations for  

income tax deductions. These  

receipts allow the donor to receive  

a tax credit for part of the donation.  

When this privilege is abused,  

government loses potential revenue. 

The charities referred to here  

report more than $600 million  

in tax-receipted donations. 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 

Since 2010, tax-receipted  

donations reported by  

charities that fund Chimp is 

$242 million. 



Quest University, Fortius Sport & Health Training Centre  
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Fortius Sport & Health Centre, Burnaby, B.C. 

Quest University, Squamish, B.C. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Blake Bromley and his company,  

Benefic Group Inc. have been involved  

with Fortius Sport & Health Centre in  

Burnaby and Quest University in  

Squamish, B.C.   

 

Bromley charities have also granted  

millions of dollars to other charities,  

especially faith-based organizations. 

 

But on the whole it appears  

that the charitable activity  

funded by the Bromley charities  

falls far short of the $600 million in  

tax-receipted revenue that has  

been reported by these charities, 

and their benefactors. 



Father & Son 
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Source: https://chimp.net/our-story 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Based in Vancouver, Chimp is a registered charity with designation as a public foundation. 

Blake Bromley, one of Chimp’s original directors, has registered over 650 charities and  
planned/executed over $2 BILLION worth of charitable giving, he says. 

https://chimp.net/our-story
https://chimp.net/our-story
https://chimp.net/our-story
https://chimp.net/our-story


32 Public Foundations. Same Purpose.  Same Address. 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Like Chimp, at least 32 of the  

Bromley charities are public foundations  

with exactly the same purpose:  

“gifting funds to qualified donees.” 

 

Why so many public foundations  

run by the same group of people  

doing exactly the same thing at the  

same address? 

 

Why doesn’t Chimp fund charity  
directly rather than indirectly  

through all these public foundations?  



15 Empty Charities.  No Assets, No Revenue, No Activity. 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

At least 15 of the Bromley charities appear to be shell charities that have yet to be activated.  

These charities have had no assets, no revenue, no expenditures, no financial activity whatsoever: 

 

1. Aqua Vitae Charitable Foundation 

2. Aurora Foundation 

3. BeCause Foundation 

4. Beneflick Foundation 

5. Champ Foundation 

6. Cinefic Foundation 

7. Data Foundation 

8. Eventide Foundation 

9. Inspiration Foundation 

10. Reflection Foundation 

11. Ridgeline Foundation 

12. Rise & Shine Foundation 

13. Ron Roadburg Foundation 

14. Steadfast Foundation 

15. Revelation Foundation –  received $30.4 million in 2017, first revenue in 12 years.   

How was Blake Bromley able to register  

so many charities that are inactive for  

many consecutive years? 



Chimp Foundation: 100-Fold Increases 
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Chimp Revenue Chimp Expenditures 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Chimp’s total revenue and expenditures have increased by more than 100-fold over a few years.  

Within the charitable sector, this is highly unusual.  

Source: Compiled from the financial statements of Chimp Foundation. 



Chimp’s On-line Community 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

*      Sources:  @wearechimp and https://www.instagram.com/wearechimp/ as of September 30, 2018. 
**    Source: Letter from Chimp Foundation, May 9, 2018. 
*** Sources: https://www.instagram.com/wearechimp/ and https://twitter.com/wearechimp  

Chimp claims that ”more than 100,000 Canadians”  
have used its services.*  For an organization with  

such a large following, Chimp’s on-line community  

is small:  

 

o Instagram: 1,447 followers 

o Twitter: 4,244 followers 

 

During 2018, most of Chimp’s Facebook  
posts received less than ten “likes” 

and almost no comments.     
 

Chimp’s Facebook post on fundraising for  

the Humboldt Broncos got ZERO “likes.” 
 

Why so little on-line activity from an  

organization that supposedly has a  

community of 100,000? 

https://www.instagram.com/wearechimp/
https://www.instagram.com/wearechimp/
https://www.instagram.com/wearechimp/
https://www.instagram.com/wearechimp/
https://twitter.com/wearechimp
https://twitter.com/wearechimp
https://twitter.com/wearechimp


Blake Bromley: “International Bumblebee of the Charity World” 
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Sources: http://beneficgroup.com/blake.php and https://twitter.com/blakebromley/status/14371694339 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Blake Bromley travels extensively and is active in international philanthropy. He has referred  

to himself as a “bumblebee,” “cross-pollinating” the charitable world. His tweets diarize his  
many trips in China & the Middle East. 

http://beneficgroup.com/blake.php
http://beneficgroup.com/blake.php
https://twitter.com/blakebromley/status/14371694339
https://twitter.com/blakebromley/status/14371694339


Blake Bromley in China 
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Source: Twitter, @BlakeBromley 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 



Blake Bromley in Iraq 
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Source: Twitter, @BlakeBromley 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 



Christopher Richardson, Treasurer 
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Source: https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Until April of 2018, Chimp’s treasurer was Christopher Richardson, Chimp’s web-site said. 

As of July of 2018, Christopher Richardson is no longer listed as Chimp’s treasurer. 

As of April 2018 

As of July 2018 

https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors


Photos Removed 
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Source: https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

May 19, 2018, CRA revoked the charitable status of Canadian Education Forum (CEF), one of the  

central charities in the Bromley network. CRA revoked CEF’s status over transactions in 2010  
and 2011. At the time, CEF’s directors were Blake Bromley, Don Simpson & Christopher Richardson.  
By early July of 2018, photos of these same directors were removed from Chimp’s website. 

As of April 2018 

As of July 2018 

https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation#advisors


Christopher Richardson, Former Vancouver School Board Chair 

Christopher Richardson is  

a former chairperson of the  

Vancouver School Board.  

He stepped down in  

June of 2015, citing  

deeply personal reasons. 

22 

Source: https://www.biv.com/article/2017/9/business-vancouvers-2017-forty-under-40/   

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 
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Christopher Richardson, Running for School Board, October 2018 

Richardson is now running for  

re-election in Vancouver’s  
2018 municipal elections.  

 

Christopher Richardson is or  

has been involved in  

at least 40 Bromley charities.  

See next page. 

Source: https://twitter.com/RichardsonYVR/status/1042608825788817408 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 
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https://twitter.com/RichardsonYVR/status/1042608825788817408
https://twitter.com/RichardsonYVR/status/1042608825788817408
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40 Bromley charities where 

Christopher Richardson is or 

has been a director. 

 

At least 5 of these charities  

have had their charitable  

status revoked by the CRA. 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 



Chimp says that it “started very quietly in 2011” 
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Source: http://beneficgroup.com/blake.php 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Chimp advertises that it began in 2011 (shown below) but actually, it began in 2008, tax returns say.   

http://beneficgroup.com/blake.php
http://beneficgroup.com/blake.php


Actually, Chimp was registered in 2008 

26 

Source: Screengrabs from the CRA website: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

On the same day that Chimp was registered, at least three other charities were also registered.  

All four charities have a common director, Alex Salas-Sanchez, who is an accountant/book  

keeper and employee of Blake Bromley’s company, Benefic Group Inc. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
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Four Charities. Same Day. Same Directors. 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Chimp registered in 2008 with Blake Bromley, John Glazema & Alexander Salas-Sanchez as directors. 

Sources: http://www.lawgm.com/the-team/andrew-d-gay/ and https://www.linkedin.com/in/kareem/?ppe=1 
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$72 Million From One Charity To The Next 
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 
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Between 2013 and 2016, the four charities (Chimp, Global View, Zawadi & Pacific Light) granted  

$72 million between themselves. These grants accounted for 96% of the total granted by these  

three charities. What this means that most of their grantmaking over a five-year period  

consisted simply of transferring funds back and forth with each other.  



Bromley Grantmaking 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Over the years since it began, Chimp has  

continued to engage in circular grant-making. 

 

Of the $129 million that Chimp has received  

from other charities since 2011, at least  

$111 million is from Bromley charities. 
 

Likewise, of the $135 million that Chimp has  

gifted to other charities, $100 million has been  

gifted to Bromley charities.  
 

At least $100 million seems to just go in circles,  

granted back and forth between charities that are  

run by the same group of people, out of the  

same office as Chimp.  

Chimp Revenue from Registered Charities 

Chimp Expenditures:  
Grantmaking to Registered Charities 

2011-2017 29 
Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 



Predominant Purpose 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 
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Over the same years that Chimp received  

$111 million from other Bromley charities,  

the total number of gifts made by  

32 Bromley charities was 210 gifts for the  

sum of $297 million. At most, only 4% went  

outside the Bromley network.   

 

Over the same years that Bromley charities  

gifted $110 million into Chimp, they gifted only 

$11 million to all outside charities combined,  

one tenth as much as they funneled into Chimp.  

This suggest that the predominant purpose of  

the Bromley charities is to transfer money  

amongst themselves and into Chimp. 
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Source: https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation  

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Growing “the culture of charity in Canada” 

Chimp exists to empower  

the human spirit of charity 
and grow the culture of  

charity in Canada, it says.  

https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation
https://chimp.net/chimp-foundation


“Empowering the Human Spirit” 
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Source: https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/1005509834236682240 

https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/1005509834236682240
https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/1005509834236682240


U.S. Tax Returns 

33 
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As of 2014, Chimp is also a U.S. charity and  

files tax returns with the I.R.S.  If Chimp aims  

to grow the culture of charity in Canada,  

why operate in the U.S.?  
 

None of the U.S. funders of activism in  

Canada appear to be involved with  

Bromley charities.  Of interest, however,  

is that nearly 20 years ago when  

U.S. funding of activism in Canada was 

scaling up, Blake Bromley had meetings  

with Rockefeller Brothers Fund.  
 

In general, Bromley charities report very  

little funding from outside Canada and are  

not big funders of environmental activism.  

Gifts from Bromley charities to faith-based  

organizations are, in general, much larger  

than gifts to environmental groups. 



Meetings with Rockefeller Brothers Fund & U.S. Foundations 

34 

* https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2001-02-
28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS%2FPHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES 
** https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2002-02-
28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS%2FPHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES 
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2001* 
 
 
 
 
 

2002** 

As shown below, back in 2001 and 2002, Blake Bromley met in New York with the  

Rockefeller Brothers Fund and other U.S. funders of activism in Canada, according to information  

contained in the Canadian tax returns of Philanthropy Without Frontiers, a Bromley charity.  
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https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2001-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2001-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2001-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2002-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2002-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2002-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2002-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2002-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form17-eng.action?b=137201315RR0001&fpe=2002-02-28&n=PHILANTHROPY+WITHOUT+FRONTIERS/PHILANTHROPIE+SANS+FRONTIERES
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Rockefeller-Funded Activism in Canada 
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Since 2008, Rockefeller Brothers Fund has been  

funding The Tar Sands Campaign that explicitly  

aims to “land-lock” crude oil from western  
Canada, keeping it out of overseas markets  

where it could fetch a higher price per barrel.*  

The Tar Sands Campaign is coordinated by  

Tides Foundation (“Tides”) in San Francisco. 
Tides has paid out more than $40 million to more  

than 100 organizations involved in this campaign.*** 
 

One of the organizations funded by Rockefeller  

Brothers Fund is OPEN, based in Oakland, CA.** 

As part of its Strategic Incubation Program,  

OPEN helped to create Leadnow, a Vancouver  

group that is active in municipal, provincial & 

federal elections.  OPEN claims credit for  

“contributing greatly” to ousting the  
Conservatives in the 2015 federal election. 

  *    Source: https://corpethics.org/the-tar-sands-campaign/ 
 **  Source: https://www.rbf.org/grantees/cel-education-fund 

***  Source: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/tar-sands-campaign-400-payments.html  
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Chimp & Tides 
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Joel Solomon & John Bromley      
held a debate, February 24, 2017. 

Christopher Richardson Paul Richardson 

 

Paul Richardson, brother of Christopher Richardson is  

CEO of Renewal Funds, an “investment firm” run by  
Joel Solomon.  Mr. Solomon is a former chairperson of the  

board of Tides Foundation, based in San Franscisco, and  

a former director of Tides Canada.   

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Sources: http://www.renewalpartners.com/about/our-team and https://twitter.com/believeinsomeon/status/830153081362870272 
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Chimp & Tides  (Cont’d) 
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Chimp has also received small grants from  

Tides Canada: 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

2016 

Two of the organizations that  

receive small grants via Chimp are  

Tides Canada Foundation and  

Tides Canada Initiatives Society:  

Source: Tax returns for Chimp Foundation and Tides Canada Foundation. 
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Source: https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/blake-bromley/canada-disbenefits_b_6202248.html 
 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Blake Bromley: CRA Audits A “Witch Hunt” 

Beginning in 2012, Tides Canada and  

was at the centre of a series of CRA  

audits of the political activity of  

charities.  Blake Bromley and others  

characterized these audits as a  

“witch hunt” and a scandal worthy of  
being called “Auditgate.”  
 

There was little or no discussion in the  

Canadian media about the  

CRA audits of Bromley charities. 

https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/blake-bromley/canada-disbenefits_b_6202248.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/blake-bromley/canada-disbenefits_b_6202248.html
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Bromley Charities Shut Down by CRA 
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CRA has revoked the charitable status of  

at least eight Bromley charities and at least  

30 Bromley charities have voluntarily closed.* 

 

In 2010, CRA revoked the charitable status of  

four Bromley charities for engaging in transactions  

that were “circular in nature” in order to sell a  

chicken farm on an unwarranted, tax-free basis,  

thereby avoiding capital gains taxes and  

dividend taxes.**   
 

The charities did this by purchasing shares  

“in full knowledge” that the shares were to be  

de-valued to nil.    
 

CRA found that these charities conferred substantial,  

unwarranted tax benefits to private individuals.  

** Source: CRA Letter dated January 21, 2009. Page 6: https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf  

DRAFT – DO NOT CIRCULATE 

* Canadian Education Forum, Theanon Foundation, Essential Grace Foundation,  
  Global Institute, Gateway Benevolent Foundation, Give2Asia Foundation, Malachi 3:10 Foundation, Prescient Foundation. 

https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf
https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf
https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf


30 Bromley Charities Voluntarily Closed 
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2 Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001 

At least 30 Bromley charities have voluntarily revoked their charitable status. Whether any of  

these charities were in the midst of CRA audit at the time of their voluntarily revocation is an  

unanswered question.  

1. 4 What Matters Foundation 
2. Arcadia Foundation 
3. Aurora Foundation 
4. Cahen Foundation 
5. Darcy Foundation 
6. Dodson Foundation 
7. Future Foundation 
8. Give2Asia Foundation 
9. GiveMeaning Foundation 
10. Glen Lamond Foundation 
11. Global Charity Fund 
12. Green Seed 
13. Herald Foundation 
14. Independent World Television Foundation 

15. Institute of Liberal Education 
 
 

16. Kasah Foundation of Hope 
17. Kyoto Planet Foundation 
18. Lasting Footprint Art Foundation 
19. Lodestar Foundation 
20. Morning Light Foundation 
21. New Dimensions Foundation 
22. Pacific Light Foundation 
23. Philanthropy Without Frontiers 
24. Real Champions Foundation 
25. Revelstoke Education Foundation 
26. RHL Foundation 
27. Seacrest Foundation 
28. Sentinel Foundation 
29. Springtail Foundation 
30. The Cahen Foundation 

https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001
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“Lack of Due Diligence,” CRA Found 

41 

The directors of four Bromley charities failed to exercise due diligence, having been  

side-tracked by involvement in “complex circular business transactions,”  CRA ruled.* 

• CRA revoked Prescient Foundation, Essential Grace Foundation, Gateway Benevolent Foundation and Malachi 3:10 Foundation.  
• Source: CRA Letter dated January 21, 2009. Page 6: https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf  
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https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf
https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf
https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Prescient_Foundation.pdf


Sham Transactions 
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DRAFT – DO NOT CIRCULATE 

Source: https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Letter_from_CRA_re_2005_Income_Tax_Return_dated_March_27,_2009.pdf  

https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Letter_from_CRA_re_2005_Income_Tax_Return_dated_March_27,_2009.pdf
https://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Letter_from_CRA_re_2005_Income_Tax_Return_dated_March_27,_2009.pdf


Illegal Tax Planning Arrangements For A Participation Fee 
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2 Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001 

CRA’s revocation of Theanon Foundation took more than 10 years.   

Some of the Theanon transactions that CRA found to be illegal date back to the early 2000’s. 

https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001
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Undue Benefits 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001 

Canadian Education Forum (CEF) funded ineligible organizations and provided “undue benefits.”2 

Shown on the next page, CRA objected to $128,499 that Canadian Education Forum spent on  

six events during 2010 and 2011, eight years ago. At the time, CEF had three directors:  

Blake Bromley, Christopher Richardson and an employee of Benefic Group Inc.  

https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001
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https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/revcausesumm-eng.action?&bn=891072092RR0001
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Source: CRA letter of revocation of Canadian Education Forum, dated August 21, 2014.  

From CRA’s Letter of Revocation of Canadian Education Forum: 



Federal Court of Appeal 

Blake Bromley appealed the  

CRA’s revocation of one of  
his charities, Prescient Foundation. 

 

In 2013, the Federal Court of Appeal  

upheld the CRA’s revocation. 
 

Bromley lost his appeal – but that  

didn’t stop Blake Bromley. 

DRAFT – DO NOT CIRCULATE 

Source: https://decisions.fca-caf.gc.ca/fca-caf/decisions/en/item/37782/index.do  
46 
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Gone Bananas 
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As shown ahead, Chimp staff take  

an unconventional approach …   
and monkey around. 

 

This is Bella. She is one of Chimp’s  
Client Success Specialists.* 

* Source: https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/943930991197822977 posted December 21, 2017 and 
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bc-fWEvFCjx/ 

https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/943930991197822977
https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/943930991197822977
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bc-fWEvFCjx/
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Chimp Staff 

All of the above photos and job titles are posted on Twitter by Chimp (@wearechimp #TeamThursday). 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 



“Dreamers, Hackers, Creators, and Operators” 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Source: https://chimp.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=4 as of August 12, 2018. 

https://chimp.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=4
https://chimp.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=4


Chimp’s “Research Team” 
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Source: https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/1022179810636976130  posted July 25, 2018. 

https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/1022179810636976130
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“$200 Million” 

51 

Source: https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/850498412118024192 
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In April of 2017, Chimp announced  

on Twitter that it had held a  

“$200 Million Mania Party” to  
celebrate its $200 million milestone. 

https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/850498412118024192
https://twitter.com/wearechimp/status/850498412118024192
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Source: https://chimp.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=60 
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“$400 Million” 

As of September 2018,  

Chimp claims that it  

has helped Canadians  

donate “more than $400 million.”  
 

“And we’re just getting  
started,” Chimp says.  

https://chimp.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=60
https://chimp.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=60


Chimp Compared to Vancouver Foundation 
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To understand Chimp, it is useful to  

compare it to Vancouver Foundation. 

 

For 75 years, Vancouver Foundation  

has been the champion of charity  

in Vancouver. 

 

In its first five years, Chimp grew  

so fast that by some measures,  

it is now bigger than  

Vancouver Foundation.  Or is it? 

 

The following pages compare  

Chimp to Vancouver Foundation  

in terms of total assets, revenue,  

expenditures and the amounts that  

both foundations grant to other charities. 



Chimp Compared to Vancouver Foundation 
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Vancouver Foundation provides roughly 1,500 financial gifts each year and has been  

the city’s biggest funder of charity. But not any more - or so it seems. 
 

Since 2011, Chimp Foundation has burst onto the scene and has grown so fast that it now funds  

hundreds more organizations than Vancouver Foundation. Chimp has funded Kids Kicking Cancer,  

Canada Without Poverty, the Alzheimer and Autism societies, the Borneo Orangutan Society,  

Canadian Bipolar Foundation, the B.C. Lupus Society, and so on. Chimp also funds centres that  

provide support to victims of sexual assault and rape. However, most of these charities have  

received less than $10 per year from Chimp. More than 2,000 of Chimp’s gifts were for $20 or less.  
That’s an awful lot of very small gifts. 
 

Chimp has also made gifts for large amounts, eg. $9.8 million, $14 million and even $30 million.  

Chimp’s large grants have gone mostly to the Bromley charities. These charities use the  
same address as Chimp and are directed by the same group of individuals.  
 

Given that Chimp ostensibly has significant resources, why does Chimp make thousands of  

very tiny grants? Why do the Bromley charities receive large grants while other charities receive  

extremely tiny amounts?  



Total Assets 
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With $1.1 billion in assets, Vancouver Foundation  

has significant assets that Chimp does not. 

 

On interest and investment income alone,  

Vancouver Foundation earned  

$95 million in 2017. 

 

Revenue 

 

As shown on the next page, in 2017  

Chimp reported total revenue of $66 million,  

less than half of Vancouver Foundation.  

 

In terms of tax-receipted donations, however,  

Chimp reported $45 million compared to  

$30 million for Vancouver Foundation.  

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 



Total Revenue & Tax-Receipted Donations 
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 



Total Expenditures 
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Chimp’s total expenditures have  
grown fast since 2011.  

 

In fact, in 2016 Chimp out-spent  

Vancouver Foundation by $6 million: 
 

o Chimp: $61 million 

o Vancouver Foundation: $55 million 

 

As shown on the next page, Chimp has  

dramatically increased both the amounts  

that Chimp receives from other charities as  

well as its gifts to other charities. 

 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 



Amounts Received From & Paid To Other Charities 
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 
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>10,000 Gifts to Qualified Donees 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Chimp has made 10,607 gifts to other charities and qualified donees for a total of  

$135 million (2011–2017), tax returns say. 



Total Number of Organizations Funded 
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Compared to Vancouver Foundation, the number  

of organizations that Chimp funds has increased  

dramatically in a few years. 

 

Vancouver Foundation makes approximately  

1,500 gifts every year. (Exception: 2015). 

 

In its first year, Chimp funded 562 organizations.  

Since then, Chimp has quadrupled the number of  

organizations that it funds. Within the charitable  

sector, this rate of growth is unusually high. 

 

As shown on the next page, there is a  

stark difference in the size of the payments made  

by Chimp vs. Vancouver Foundation.  

Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 



Distribution of Payments (2015 – 2017) 
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Between 2015 and 2017, Chimp made  

more than 600 payments for less than  

$50 each. Of those, 236 organizations  

received less than $10 per year from  

Chimp. Over the same period,  

Vancouver Foundation made  

only one gift for less than $50. 

Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 
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420 Payments Of Less Than $25 Each (2017) 

In 2017, more than 1,500 of Chimp’s gifts  
were for $500 or less. In fact, 420 payments  

were for $25 or less.  

 

Only ten payments were for  

$500,000 or more – and of those,  

at least six went to Bromley charities.  

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 
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Less Than $10 

Source: Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

The Alzheimer Society,  

The Toronto Rape Crisis Centre, 

The Sexual Assault Centre of Edmonton,  

Epilépsie Montréal, and Canada Without Poverty  

were all funded by Chimp in 2017.  

However, none received more than $10.  

 

Addictions & Mental Health Ontario received $4. 

 

Autism Society of Ontario received $5.  

 

These grants are so tiny that it is hard to see how  

they were intended to have an impact. As such,  

it is questionable whether these tiny grants  

were provided to serve a charitable purpose. 



Less Than $10 
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Source: Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation. 



$10.5 Million Paid to Chimp Technology Inc. 
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Source: Compiled from financial statements for Chimp Foundation. 

Over the same years that Chimp Foundation 

has made thousands of very tiny payments, 

Chimp has paid at least $10.5 million to  

Chimp Technology Inc., a for-profit company  

run by John Bromley, Blake Bromley’s son. 
 
Appendix VI  provides excerpts of  

Chimp’s financial statements, reporting  

these payments.  



Chimp is “Free” 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Chimp does not charge fees.1 

1 Source: https://chimp.net/fees 

So if Chimp does not charge fees, how can it afford to pay its growing staff?  

How has Chimp been able to pay $10.5 million to Chimp Technology Inc.? 

https://chimp.net/fees
https://chimp.net/fees


Chimp’s Fundraising Compared to Vancouver Foundation 
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Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 

Chimp’s expenditures have grown fast even though 

Chimp has spent virtually nothing on fundraising. 

 

Between 2011 and 2017 Chimp spent only $19,222  

on fundraising. Over the same period, Vancouver  

Foundation spent $12.8 million. 

 

How did Chimp grow so fast and yet spend so little 

on fundraising? 



Number Preference 
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Sources: Correspondence from Michael Cahen and John Bromley, May 9, 2018 and Canadian tax returns. 

Chimp claims that it has  

been used by “more  
than 100,000 Canadians.”1  

If true, one would expect  

a normal distribution in the  

amounts of very small  

gifts made by Chimp.  

But this is not seen. 

 

The number preference  

pattern in the amounts of  

tiny gifts made by  

Chimp does not suggest  

that these payments were  

randomly made. 



900 Payments for $15 
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Of the 2,147 payments  

made by Chimp for $20 or less,  

42% were for $15 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation. 



Gifts of $4, $9 and $19 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Typically, donors who give small  

amounts will give $5, $10 or $20.  

But not with Chimp. 

 

As the next page shows, Chimp made  

three times as many gifts for $4 as it  

did for $5. 

 

Chimp also made almost three times  

as many gifts for $9 as for $10, and  

three times as many gifts for  

$19 as for $20.  
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Chimp’s Largest Gifts Went to Bromley Charities: 17 out of 20  

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for  Chimp Foundation. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

The top payments made by Chimp provide  

a glimpse of its giving as a whole.  

 

Of Chimp’s top 20 gifts since 2011,  
at least 17 have gone to Bromley charities.  

These 17 payments account for 0.2% of the  

total number of 10,607 grants made by Chimp.  

By value, these 17 gifts account for $89 million,  

fully 66% of Chimp’s total grant-making since 2011. 



Top Recipients: Chimp Compared to Vancouver Foundation 
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Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 

The following pages show the top ten  

recipients of funds from Chimp compared to  

Vancouver Foundation.  
 

The amounts of the top ten grants in each of  

the past 3 years are combined in the figure. 

As shown, the total value of the top ten grants  

in each of 2015, 2016 & 2017 was: 
 

o Vancouver Foundation: $53 million 

o Chimp Foundation: $79 million 
 

As shown ahead, the majority of the  

funds granted by Chimp went to Bromley 

charities. Excluding grants to Bromley  

charities, the value of Chimp’s top ten grants  
was just shy of $12 million, not $79 million. 



Top Recipients of Funds From Vancouver Foundation 

74 
Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation. 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

In stark contrast to Chimp, between 2015 and 2017,  

the top recipients of funds from  

Vancouver Foundation were mostly  

universities, hospitals, United Way and the  

United Church. 

 

Vancouver Foundation also gave large grants to  

three private foundations:  

o Jack & Sylvia Gin Family Foundation 

o Liber Ero Foundation &  

o Dragon Fire Charitable Foundation.   



Top Recipients of Funds From Chimp 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 
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Between 2015 and 2017, most of 

the top recipients of funds from Chimp  

were Bromley charities: Zawadi,  

Viva Voce, Foundation for Public Good,  

Paraklesis and others.  

 

In 2015, the combined value of  

the top ten grants made by Chimp  

was $18 million. Of that, $17.7 million  

went to Bromley charities  

Similar pattern for 2016 & 2017. 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation. 

2015-2017 
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Bromley 

2015 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 

Top Recipients: Chimp Compared to Vancouver Foundation 
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2016 2017 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 

Chimp Foundation 
$38 Million 

 
$36.5 Million to 

* Bromley charities 

Chimp Foundation 
$33 Million 

 
$27 Million to 

* Bromley charities 

Vancouver 
Foundation 
$12 Million 

Vancouver 
Foundation 
$18 Million 

Top Recipients: Chimp Compared to Vancouver Foundation 



$100 Million 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 

At least $100 million of Chimp’s  
revenue & expenditures  

is money that has gone through the  

books but has not been spent on  

charitable purposes. But this is not  

readily apparent in Chimp’s tax returns,  
in part, because of all the thousands of  

very tiny grants that Chimp makes. 

Chimp Foundation  
(2011– 2017) 78 



Origins of $100 Million 
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The largest share of the $111 million that  

Chimp has received from Bromley charities  

can be traced to Association for the  

Advancement of Scholarship and  

Global Charity Fund. These two charities  

reported a combined total of $100 million  

tax-receipted donations. 

 

In May of 2018, the charitable status of  

Theanon Foundation was revoked by CRA.   

Theanon was at the centre of the Bromley  

network.   

 

From parts of the CRA’s letter of revocation  
(see Appendix VII), it appears that  

the donor of the $100 million in tax- 

receipted donations was Stewart Blusson  

and companies related to his  

diamond mining businesses.  
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1 https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP 
2  https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND 

3 Trinity Western University: $450,000; Capilano University: $25,000 and University of Calgary $15,000. 

See the accompanying appendices for the spreadsheets from which these figures were derived. 

Two of the Bromley charities report an even $100 million in tax-receipted donations: 
 

o Association for Advancement of Scholarship (AAS), 2005: $30 million1 

o Global Charity Fund, 2011: $70 million2 
 

Since 2005, AAS has granted a total of $27 million to other charities. Sea to Sky Foundation got  

$11.5 million, some of which went towards the creation of Quest University. Only $490,000 went  

directly to Canadian universities.3 Chimp got $11.4 million. Bromley charities got $4.5 million.  

  

Via Global Charity Fund and its grantees, Chimp got at least $60 million. Global Charity Fund and  

its grantees have granted only $8.4 million to charities outside the Bromley network.  

 

In summary, while Association for the Advancement of Scholarship and Global Charity Fund  

issued tax receipts for $100 million, the true value of the charitable activity that these charities  

have funded is a far cry from $100 million. If the money is real, why don’t they give it away? Or invest it? 

Origins of $100 Million (Cont’d) 

https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form19-eng.action?b=887417806RR0001&fpe=2006-04-30&n=ASSOCIATION+FOR+THE+ADVANCEMENT+OF+SCHOLARSHIP
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22sched6-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
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Without the $111 million from Bromley charities, Chimp’s revenue would look very different.  

Total revenue from charities would be $18 million, not $129 million. 

Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 



Chimp Grantmaking Inflated 
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When amounts granted to Bromley charities are excluded, Chimp’s total grant-making is  

$35 million, not $135 million. 

Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation. 



Chimp’s Overhead 
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Chimp Foundation 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation.  

At first look, Chimp appears to have  

low overhead.  

 

Only 9% of Chimp’s total expenditures  
goes to management and administration,  

tax returns suggest. 



Chimp’s Overhead 
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As this document has shown, roughly  

$100 million of Chimp’s revenue & expenditures is  

money that is circulated between Bromley  

charities. These amounts should not be included  

in an analysis of Chimp’s charitable giving since,  
as discussed previously, the money has never  

exited the system to be actually spent on charity. 

 

NOTE: The $92 million does NOT include $8 million   

granted to 3 charities:  Fortius, Showden &  

Community Evolution.  These three foundations  

are not considered “Bromley charities” because  
while they do have some common directors, 

they do not share Chimp’s address.   
This $8 million is shown as the black wedge in  

the figure to the right. 

Chimp Foundation 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation and other Bromley charities.  



Chimp’s Overhead 
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Chimp Foundation 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation and other Bromley charities.  

If the $100 million paid to Bromley charities  

is not included, Chimp’s grant-making isn’t  
$135 million, its $35 million. 

 

Likewise, Chimp’s $12.8 million overhead isn’t  
9 percent of total expenditures, its 27 percent. 



Chimp’s Overhead 
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Chimp Foundation & 
Bromley Charities 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation and other Bromley charities.  

If one adds the $13.9 million in fees paid by the  

Bromley charities to the $12.8 million paid by Chimp for  

management & administration, the operation as a  

whole spends more on management & consulting than  

Chimp gifted to all charities (Bromley charities aside).   

Gifts by Bromley charities must also be considered  

but most of their grant-making was to each other.  

 

Note that when the amounts granted to Bromley  

charities are not included, and the fees paid by  

Bromley charities are included, Chimp’s growth in  
total expenditures is much less steep, much less unusual. 



Fees 
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Looking at the fees paid by Bromley charities,  

two things stand out:  

 

First: Some fees paid are very large (next page). 

 

Second: The variation year to year is not what  

one would expect at an organization that is  

consistently running a charitable program.  

The general pattern is low fees for most years  

but one high payment per charity over a six  

year period.  For example: 
 

o Great Charity never paid more than $1,000 in 
fees except in 2016 when it paid $58,978. 
 

o Yunnan Foundation never paid more than 
$5,000 per year in fees, then suddenly in 2017 
it paid $52,610.  

Professional & Consulting Fees 
Paid by Bromley Charities 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation and other Bromley charities.  



2011  

 

2012 

 
2013 

 
 

2014 

 

 

2015 

 

2016 

 

2017 

 
 

2017 

 

2017 
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Source: Screengrabs from the CRA website: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Global Charity Fund 

 

Theanon Foundation 

 
Philanthropy Without  
Frontiers 
 
 

Association for the  
Advancement of  
Scholarship 
 
Canadian Education  
Forum 
 

Timothy  
Foundation 
 

 
Eden Glen 
Foundation 
 
 

Zawadi  
Foundation 
 
Revelation  
Foundation 

Next page offers an example of fees paid relative to the amounts shuffled between Chimp and other Bromley charities. 

Fees Paid by Bromley Charities 

{ 
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Fees Paid by Bromley Charities 
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While there is no steady trend in the amount of  

fees paid by Individual charities (previous slide),  

the amount paid by the Bromley charities as a  

whole shows a clear trend. 

 

As Chimp Foundation got up and running, fees  

paid by the Bromley charities have decreased  

markedly just as Chimp’s spending on  
management and administration  

has increased steeply.  

 

NOTE: The large spike in 2014 is due primarily to  

a payment of $3.1 million by Association for the  

Advancement of Scholarship (previous page). 

Overhead: Chimp & Bromley Charities 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation and other Bromley charities.  



$40 Million Shuffle; $389K in Fees 
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Source: Screengrabs from the CRA website: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

In general, the highest fees are paid when large amount flow from one Bromley charity to another.  

For example, in 2017 two charities transferred $41 million into Chimp and other Bromley charities.  

Fees paid by the three charities involved: $389,474. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
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   $30.4 Million 

Source: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-
31&n=CHIMP%3A+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+%28CANADA%29&p=73 

Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

In 2016, Chimp paid $30.4 million to  

Zawadi Foundation.  This one grant  

alone accounted for more than half  

the total amount of $57 million that  

Chimp granted in 2016. 

http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-31&n=CHIMP:+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+(CANADA)&p=73
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-31&n=CHIMP:+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+(CANADA)&p=73
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-31&n=CHIMP:+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+(CANADA)&p=73
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-31&n=CHIMP:+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+(CANADA)&p=73
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-31&n=CHIMP:+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+(CANADA)&p=73
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-31&n=CHIMP:+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+(CANADA)&p=73
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845528827RR0001&fpe=2016-07-31&n=CHIMP:+CHARITABLE+IMPACT+FOUNDATION+(CANADA)&p=73
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   $30.4 Million 
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Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation 

In 2017, the $30.4 million that  

Chimp gave to Zawadi Foundation  

was given from Zawadi to  

Revelation Foundation.  Chimp also  

gave $70,000 to Revelation Foundation 
 

Revelation Foundation was entirely  

inactive during its first 12 years.   
 

The $30.4 million from Zawadi & Chimp 

is the first and only revenue that  

Revelation Foundation has ever had. 
 

Note that the amount of Zawadi’s gift to  

Revelation Foundation is reported incorrectly. 

Four cases of similar errors are shown ahead. 

https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2017-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation


Global View, Zawadi, Revelation & Virtual Vancouver 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns. 
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Fees Paid 
 
Zawadi:                   $   463,310 

Global View:           $   212,241  

Revelation:              $     65,478 

Virtual Vancouver: $   327,722 

                                 $ 1,068,751 (2011-2017) 



Errors in On-Line Tax Returns 
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Mighty Oaks Foundation, 2014 
 

$7,000 should read  $7,000,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-
eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-
30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION 

Global Charity Fund, 2011 
 

$90,000 should read $900,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-
eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND 

Almoner Foundation, 2016 
 

$900 should read $900,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: https://apps.cra-
arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-
eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-
31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION 

QUC Residents Housing, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: 

$1,100 should read $1,100,000 

https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=867567315RR0001&fpe=2014-11-30&n=MIGHTY+OAKS+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form22gifts-eng.action?b=874459423RR0001&fpe=2011-11-30&n=GLOBAL+CHARITY+FUND
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form23gifts-eng.action?b=854728300RR0001&fpe=2016-03-31&n=ALMONER+FOUNDATION
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So, how did Chimp grow so much so fast? How did Chimp out-pace even Vancouver Foundation? 
 

The answer: It didn’t.  
 

Considering the circular grantmaking in  

which Chimp has engaged, the dollar figures  

in Chimp’s tax returns do not appear  
to be a true reflection of its  

revenue nor its spending for  

charitable purposes.  



Conclusions (Cont’d) 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

This analysis presented here raised questions about why Chimp gives very large amounts to  

Bromley charities meanwhile thousands of other worthy organizations get insignificant amounts.  

Chimp Foundation and Blake Bromley have been asked this question by e-mail.  

John Bromley replied as follows:  
 

“For considered missional reasons, CHIMP Foundation chooses to be inclusive of all donors.    

As a result it does not impose minimums or maximums on grant recommendations made by its  

donors. Small donors often make small grant recommendations and large donors often make  

large grant recommendations.” 
 

In the absence of a satisfactory explanation from Chimp, it does not stand to reason that  

Chimp gives thousands of tiny amounts is because it cannot afford larger amounts. In fact,  

Chimp has granted more than $100 million to Bromley charities. Chimp has also paid  

$12.8 million for overhead (including $10 million to Chimp Technology Inc.). Furthermore,  

Bromley charities have spent an additional $13.9 million on fees. 
 

Perhaps the reason that Chimp hasn’t given the $100 million to outside charities is because  
the money doesn’t actually exist. By shuffling the $100 million around and around, it appears that 

money has been spent for charitable purposes when, in fact, it hasn’t. 



Conclusions (Cont’d) 
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Preliminary Draft for Comment – Please Do Not Circulate 

Whatever the true reason for the thousands of tiny gifts that Chimp has made, it is clear from  

the information and analysis presented here and in the accompanying documents, that  

the total assets, total revenue and total expenditures of Chimp Foundation have been  

greatly exaggerated by circular grant-making with other Bromley charities. 

 

Chimp and other Bromley charities report more than $600 million in tax-receipted donations.  

it does not appear that the dollar value of actual charitable activity funded by these charities is  

anywhere near the total amount that these charities report as tax-receipted revenue.  

 

CRA needs to enforce the Income Tax Act in a timely manner.  CRA audits must not take ten years. 

 

Charities that do not operate exclusively for charitable purposes need to be shut down and  

CRA needs to ensure that within reason, tax-receipted donations are not issued in gross excess of  

the amount of charitable activity that is ultimately funded. This is particularly important when  

reported tax-receipted revenue is large, as in the case of the hundreds of millions of dollars  

reported by Chimp Foundation and other charities in the Bromley network. 



Last Point: Charities, KNOW YOUR DONOR 
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By accepting donations from Chimp, these charities – and thousand of other Canadian charities –  

have unwittingly been a small part of Monkey Business. Had other charities not accepted the  

tiny amounts from Chimp, its shenanigans would not have been so easily hidden.   

This is one reason why charities need to know their donors, no matter how small the gift.  

Chimp has funded some of the most prestigious charities in Canada, including: 
 

o Terry Fox Foundation 

o Chris Hadfield Educational Trust 

o The Sidney Crosby Foundation 

o The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research 

o Sarah McLachlan School of Music 



Chris Hatfield, Michael J. Fox, Sidney Crosby, Sarah McLachlan 
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Source: Screengrabs from the CRA website: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html 
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https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities-listings.html
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* Source: Letter from Blake Bromley, May 9, 2018. 
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April 16, 2018, Blake Bromley, John Bromley and others involved with Benefic Group Inc.  

were sent an earlier draft of this document. Blake Bromley replied, objecting strenuously to  

the gist of the conclusions, characterizing them as “inaccurate,” “unreliable,” and  
“seriously flawed.”*  An excerpt of his letter is provided on the following page.  

 

Mr. Bromley’s entire letter and subsequent correspondence is available upon request. 
 

During September of 2018, Blake Bromley and John Bromley were sent e-mails with questions  

about the charities with which they are involved.  The substantive questions were not answered. 

 

October 1, 2018, Mr. Bromley was sent the current version of this document. His response, if any,  

will be posted at http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/ and @FairQuestions. 

http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/
http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/
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The entire letter  

and subsequent  

correspondence  

is available  

upon request. 
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APPENDIX: 
 

Flowcharts 

IMPORTANT NOTE: THESE FLOWCHARTS ARE DRAFTS.  
MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



Arcadia Foundation 
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MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



Global Charity Fund 
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MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



Foundation For Public Good 
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MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



Almoner Foundation 
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Headwaters Foundation 
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Timothy Foundation 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: THIS FLOWCHART IS A DRAFT.  
MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



Mighty Oaks Foundation 
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Global View Foundation 
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MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



Zawadi Foundation & Revelation Foundation 
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Association for the Advancement of Scholarship 
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MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



New Dimensions Foundation 
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MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 



Pacific Light, Real Champions, QUC Residents Housing & Seacrest Foundation 
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Virtual Vancouver Foundation 
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Delicate Balance Foundation 
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The next page provides a flowchart for Brightline Foundation, a charity created by  

Blake Bromley and employees of Benefic Group Inc., but where Chimp Foundation and  

other Bromley charities are not involved.  The pattern of revenue and expenditures at  

Brightline Foundation raises concerns because the amount of charitable work that has  

been funded is less than one tenth of the amount for which tax-receipted donations were  

reported. 

 

Lastly, the final flowchart in this section presents the revenue and expenditures of  

Trust Me Foundation, a private foundation that has reported tax-receipted donations but  

has never conducted any charitable program nor funded any charity. 



Brightline Foundation 
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Trust Me Foundation 
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119 IMPORTANT NOTE: THIS FLOWCHART IS A DRAFT.  
MINOR CHANGES REMAIN TO BE MADE. 
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1 http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/bt/nnlrprt/2015/Charities%20AR.eng.pdf  
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